51 Ways to Green the Earth

Use power strips for electronics & switch off
Avoid dirt roads, or drive slowly on them
Check if gray water use works for you
Use manual landscaping equipment
Switch to compact fluorescent bulbs
Keep the pressure up – in your tires
Report illegal dumping 925-5800
Stop at the click when refueling
Wear secondhand-vintage is in
Combine errands into one trip
Use cold instead of hot water
Buy durable not disposable
Keep your gas cap on tight
Use less-toxic or non-toxic
Maintain your vehicle
Walk or roll to school
Adjust the thermostat
Take shorter showers
Avoid vehicle idling
Read a library book
Garden organically
Conserve electricity
Turn the water off
Harvest rain water
Use a clothes line
Eat local produce
Educate yourself
Unplug chargers
Keep dust down
Rotate your tires
Plant xeriscape
Use LED lights
Ride your bike
Reduce waste
Take the bus
Pick up litter
Walk more
Plant a tree
Water less
Compost
Drive less
Go solar
Carpool
Fix leaks
Insulate
Recycle
Donate
Sweep
Caulk
Reuse
Spread the word